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Although things have gradually improved in recent years,
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in accordance with what the Commission has already
endorsed, and reaffirms the overall ambitious target of
halving the number of road accident victims by 2010. This

The main project outcome is the ERSEC measuring system‐

objective constitutes a serious collective undertaking to

to be used on board of vehicles –able
able to output the position

reduce the number of deaths rather than a legal

on the road map of the equipped vehicle and of all the

requirement.

obstacles (such as other vehicles, peoples and any kind of
fixed or mobile objects) around it with a measurement
accuracy of the order of 0.1 metre at a sampling rate of 100
Hz through an intelligent datafusion of the EGNOS/GNSS
data ‐ correlated to the Road‐GIS digital local map ‐ with the
measurement data obtained from an instrument set installed
on board of the vehicle, including vehicle dynamic sensors
(tachometer
(scanlasers).

Many solutions exist for improving the safety on transport,
many of them are already proven and available on the
market, others are under development, others are still in
phase of study and research. Such solutions span from ADAS
(Advanced Driver Assistance Systems) to collision mitigation
and avoidance systems. The reason for which EGNOS/GNSS
system is not yet applied in road active safety can be found in
the fact that the accuracy nowadays offered by such a system
is in the order of metres. Such an accuracy not sufficient for
recognizing the danger of out‐of‐road and/or establishing
which is the better direction for deviating the vehicle
trajectory in order to avoid the collision, without moving out‐
of‐road.
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The methodology proposed to achieve the ERSEC objectives

The significant improvement in vehicle positioning

is based on an intelligent fusion of different state‐of‐the‐art
state of the art

accuracy ‐ going from metres offered by the EGNOS‐GNSS
EGNOS GNSS
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EGNOS/GNSS receiver for automotive application that
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map (position measurement error: some metres,

reference markers for the measuring system and of the

sampling rate: some Hz).

application of sophisticated mathematical fundamentals
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tested in previous research activities) based on
scanlasers, tachometer and gyro ‐ that outputs the
position in the equipped vehicle reference frame of the
obstacles detected around the vehicle at the sampling
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The ERSEC measuring system is at first applicable in active
road safety to enhance performance and level of confidence
of collision avoidance systems. In fact, the knowledge of
vehicle and obstacle position and rate in the road map
reference frame will enhance the reliability of the active
control system intervention by helping to select a safer
vehicle trajectory by referring to the local road geometry.
Moreover the precise vehicle positioning in the road
Moreover,
reference system will extend the safety intervention of the
active control system for reducing the vehicle speed in
proximity of a curve, in the event the speed appears too high
and recognizing the danger of out‐of‐road for warning in
time the driver and/or automatically intervene. Last, but not
least, expected improvement is related to the Collision
Avoidance System fault tolerance.
At the same time the ERSEC measuring system represents a
remarkable innovation in the sector of Automated Guided
Vehicles (AGVs) because it opens the possibility of application
of the AGVs also in constrained areas (industrial sites, airports,
touristic
i i or hospital
h i l centres),
) where
h
nowadays
d
the
h required
i d
infrastructures to implement the automatic vehicles guidance
(rails, buried wires, magnetic beacons) are limiting the system
functionality and flexibility and thus the development of this
kind of transport system.
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